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Palm Beach State College 

Lake Worth 

Minutes 

Graduation Committee Meeting 

  

Date:  February 3, 2011 Time:  2  PM                                          

 

Location:  CRA 102 

 

Attendance: 

 

  Ed Mueller    Steve Gray    Freddie Bennett 

  Roz McFarlane    William Childers    Rickey Freeman 

  Carol Boehlert   Olivia Morris    Hansome Jones 

  Margie Dawes   Africa Fine    Paul Friedman 

  Michael MacMullen   Terri Breland     Patti Anderson 

  Susan Kadir   Trish Froehlich    Helaine Fazio 

  Sheryl Giese   Sharon Sass                        Roseanne Roche 

  Tiffany Dinga   Doug Cornwell        

 

 

Minutes     

 

ITEM 1.   Introductions 

 

 Introductions took place. 

 

ITEM 2.   Fall 2010 Feedback 

 

Discussion:  Ed Mueller informed us that feedback has been positive on both ceremonies.                                                         

               

Roseanne Roche said she had also received positive feedback from faculty, 

students, and parents about the Certificate ceremony regarding music and 

other issues which have been addressed.     

 

ITEM 3.   Ceremony Change Suggestions – Spring 2011   

 

Discussion:  Ed Mueller told us the possibility of having one ceremony for everyone                                                                                

may be considered.  We will have the first class to graduate from the 

Bachelor program in May, and we will have 60-75 graduates.  Ed feels a 

ceremony of this type would last approximately 45 minutes longer than our 

present ceremony and would encompass the PSAV, Certificates and all 

degrees.  

 

Parking is always an issue; however, if people are sensible and arrive early, 

there is plenty of parking in the City Place area in addition to what we 

provide at the Convention Center and the Kravis Center.    
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ITEM 3.  (Continued) 

 

There is space for 500 cars at the Convention Center and 200 at the Kravis 

Center. 

 

Four (4) tickets for guests per student would still be feasible. 

 

We will have approximately 1,000 seats for students and faculty in the 

Convention Center. 

 

This larger number of graduates could be lined up upstairs in the Grand 

Ballroom.  The order of the lineup of students would have to be worked out.   

 

We would save approximately $1,500 to $1,800 on the electronics fee by 

having one ceremony.  However, we will be charged for Exhibit Hall A, 

which is included at this time. 

 

A starting time of 2:15 or 2:30 was mentioned so the conclusion would be 

before downtown rush hour traffic.                           

 

Steve Gray mentioned that one ceremony would be less confusing to 

students as far as tickets and other information is concerned, because there 

are differences in what is required for each ceremony.  

 

We would have to determine the method of choice for alumni speakers. 

Mr. MacMullen suggested we have one speaker from each group: AA, AS, 

AAS, PSAV and Bachelor’s at least once a year.         

 

Hansome Jones said he would look into providing additional security since 

a larger number of people would be attending the ceremony.     

   

   

ITEM 4.   VOLUNTEERS 

 

Discussion:   Ed Mueller praised the volunteers for all they do, and said that the more 

volunteers we have, the better the ceremony would be.  

 

Action:         We will continue to recruit volunteers as we have in the past. 

 

Ed Mueller said he will appoint certain people to have information 

regarding the volunteers’ job assignments.  The volunteers will be able to 

speak with these people for more detailed information of their duties. 
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ITEM 5.   STUDENT SPEAKERS AND SPEECH COACHES 
 

Discussion: We expect to keep the same format regarding our student speakers.  The 

format now is Belle Glade and Boca in December and Lake Worth and 

Palm Beach Gardens in May.  The student trustee will be one of the 

speakers if he/she is graduating while in office. 

 

 Dr. Sass suggested we have a student speaker from the Bachelor program 

this May, since it will be the first year for graduates from that program.  

 

ITEM 6.   CLOSING COMMENTS 

 

The general feeling of the Graduation Committee was favorable for having 

one graduation ceremony for all.  

           

Ed Mueller said we will continue to try to resolve any issues and concerns.  

He thanked the group for making the graduation ceremonies successful 

and for attending the Graduation Committee Meeting. 

  

                                                                                                         

            

Submitted by: 

 

Carol Boehlert, Scribe 


